Designing & Building a Domed Astronomical Observatory
Aligning the Equatorial

Polar alignment suited to deep sky astrophotography minimises dec. drift at certain declinations, and between certain hour angles either
side of central meridian. Mountings with hour axes elevated above the true pole to reduce declination drift require initial alignment on
the true pole, and an elevation correction applied to compensate for dec. drift. Alignment methods dependent upon the reduction of
dec. drift are unsuited to alignment on the true pole, or for determining the direction of the hour axis.

If all you require is an approximate alignment that reduces the frequency with which RA drive corrections and DEC drift compensation
need to be made, alignment by King's method is perhaps more appropriate. If however you do not specialize in deep sky long
exposure astrophotography, but observe solar system objects and double stars for example, a true pole alignment method is most
appropriate.

a filar micrometer or vernier eyepiece (for measuring dec. drift)
accurate setting circles with adjustable verniers (or hi-res encoders)
differential elevation & azimuth alignment bolts, or alignment wedges.

To align the hour axis to the true pole and achieve the necessary accuracy the mounting and telescope must be furnished with three
essential items:
i)
ii)
iii)
A sidereal clock will also prove useful.
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Adjusting Elevation of Hour Axis by Measuring Dec. Drift Rates due to Refraction

Set HA Verniers into the Meridian by transit of an equatorial star.

Adjust Hour Axis into the Meridian

Elevate Hour Axis to the True Pole & Zero Dec. Verniers

Square Dec. Axis to Hour Axis

Square Optical Axis to Declination Axis

Collimate Finder

Collimate Optical Axis to the Tube Mechanical Axis

The successive stages in setting up an equatorial are:

8)

Collimate Optical Axis to the Tube Mechanical Axis

True Pole Alignment of an Observatory Class Equatorial
1)
i) This applies to both refractors and reflectors.
ii) The reflector is at a disadvantage because a tilt of the objective displaces the optical axis.
iii) The axes need not be coincident but they must be parallel.
iv) The object glass of a refractor must be squared on and this is best done by field collimation.
v) The initial collimation of a Newtonian may be done in daylight and completed by field collimation.

Collimate Finder

vi) The mirror must not move in its cell, and the tube assembly should be very stiff.
2)
i) Use the filar micrometer to define the field centre.

Square Optical Axis to Declination Axis

ii) Select a star near the pole to reduce tracking errors.
3)

i) Align the telescope circle following (East of Pier), upon an equatorial star at culmination and record the sidereal time and hour angle.
ii) Reverse the telescope, circle preceding (West of Pier), and repeat.

iii) If angle S is less than a right angle, the star will be seen to transit late circle following and early circle preceding, and vice versa.
iv) The HA difference, less the sidereal time interval and 12hrs., gives twice the error.
i.e.
t f late / t p early t f − t p ≤ 12hrs

∧

S ≤ 900

t f early / t p late t f − t p ≥ 12hrs

∧

S ≥ 900

Error = 21 (t f − t p − δt − 12hrs)
v) Convert the time error to arc and apply the correction by either shimming the saddle or adjusting the compound saddle push-pull
bolts if the mounting has such a feature.
vi) Repeat the procedure and note the residual error.

Square Dec. Axis to Hour Axis

True Pole Alignment of an Observatory Class Equatorial
4)
i) Most instruments have no facility for correcting this error.
ii) Align the telescope on a polar star
(e.g. αUMi/σOCT)
iii) With the telescope circle preceding note the hour angle and sidereal time.
iv) Reverse the telescope circle following and repeat.

v) If angle H is less than a right angle, the star's hour angle west will be too great and hour angle east will be too small.
vi) The difference in HA less the sidereal time interval and 12hrs., gives twice the error.
i.e.

− t f − δt − 12hrs)

t p − t f − δt ≤ 12hrs

HAW too great / HAE too small t p − t f − δt ≥ 12hrs

∧

p

H ≤ 90 0

(t

HAW too small / HAE too great

∧

1
2

H ≥ 90 0
Error =

vii) Convert the time error to arc and either record it or apply the correction by shimming the dec. axis bearings.
viii) Repeat and note the residual error.

Elevate Hour Axis to the True Pole & Zero Dec. Verniers

True Pole Alignment of an Observatory Class Equatorial
5)
i) Select an equatorial star near culmination.

ii) With the telescope circle following read the instrumental declination and correct for astronomical refraction.
iii) With the telescope circle preceding repeat.
iv) Half the sum of the dec. readings equals the true instrument dec.

v) Apply the correction by subtracting the true instrument dec. from the apparent dec. given in the ephemeris precessed to epoch of
date, and adjusting the elevation of the pole end of the hour axis in the opposite direction.
vi) Half the difference of the instrument dec. readings equals the dec. vernier error.

vii) Adjust the telescope in dec. by the error, in the opposite direction, and adjust the verniers to read the apparent dec. at epoch of
date corrected for refraction.
viii) Repeat & note the elevation error & vernier errors.

Adjust Hour Axis into the Meridian

True Pole Alignment of an Observatory Class Equatorial
6)

6h
6h
18h
18h

CIRCLE - DEC. READING HIGH
CIRCLE - DEC. READING LOW
CIRCLE - DEC. READING HIGH
CIRCLE - DEC. READING LOW

- POLE END of HOUR AXIS EAST of MERIDIAN
- POLE END of HOUR AXIS WEST of MERIDIAN
- POLE END of HOUR AXIS WEST of MERIDIAN
- POLE END of HOUR AXIS EAST of MERIDIAN

i) Direct telescope to a star on the 6h/18h circle, zenith distance less than 75º
ON
ON
ON
ON

ii) Correct readings for refraction in declination.
iii) From the apparent declination precessed to epoch of date subtract the corrected reading.
iv) This gives the azimuth error.

v) To apply the correction adjust the pole end of hour axis in the opposite direction to the azimuth error.
vi) Repeat and note residual azimuth error.

Set HA Verniers into the Meridian by transit of an equatorial star.

True Pole Alignment of an Observatory Class Equatorial
7)
i) Align telescope on star near culmination.
ii) At time of transit as indicated by the sidereal clock, stop drive.
iii) Adjust HA verniers to 12h & 0h.
iv) Repeat & note HA vernier errors.
Refraction
r = 60".4 tan z

tanϕ − tan δ.cosH
cosH + tan ϕ.tanδ

cos z = sinϕ.sinδ − cosϕ.cosδ.cos H
Refraction in dec.
rδ = 60".4
Refraction @ HA 6h/18h
rδ = 60".4 cotδ
z = zenith distance
ϕ = site latitude
δ = declination
H = hour angle

Depending upon the reading accuracy of your setting circles, the hour axis will now be adjusted close to the true pole, and the meridian
error will be much smaller than the elevation error and of no consequence to the tracking rate. By definition you will possess a filar
micrometer or graticule eyepiece to determine arc at the focal plane. You may now refine the elevation of the hour axis to within ±5"arc
of the true pole by observing dec. drift rates due to refraction.

Adjusting Elevation of Hour Axis by Measuring Dec. Drift Rates due to Refraction

True Pole Alignment of an Observatory Class Equatorial
8)
i) Centre a star near the meridian and set your filar micrometer to measure dec. drifts.
ii) Follow star for about 2hrs. & measure dec. drift.
iii) Compare the averaged hourly rate to the theoretical rate.

iv) The difference in hourly rate is caused by the elevation of the hour axis deviating from the true pole.

arcsecs / hr.

This process can be rather tedious. The determination of the elevation of the hour axis from the true pole may be simplified by
preparing two plots beforehand, one of the theoretical hourly rate in declination when the hour axis is directed at the true pole; the
second of the hourly rate in declination due to the departure of the hour axis from the true pole. This enables the theoretical rate in
declination to be read off from the mean HA & dec. of the star. The difference between the observed & theoretical rate is read off on
the second plot, yielding the error in elevation of the hour axis.
The hourly rate in declination at the true pole:
dδ '
sinϕ.cosϕ.sin H
= +15".
dh
(sinϕ.sinδ + cosϕ.cosδ.cos H)2

The hourly rate in declination due to departure from true pole:
dδ c
= γ .sin H arcsecs / hr.
dh
where γ = elevation of hour axis above true pole
As an example a pair of plots have been prepared for observatory site latitude,
ϕ = 52 0 : 09' : 20".32N
z = zenith distance
ϕ = site latitude
δ = declination
H = hour angle
True Pole Alignment of an Observatory Class Equatorial

Method Summary
i) Measure dec. drift and determine hourly rate.
ii) Read off the theoretical rate at the mean dec. and hour angle.
iii) Subtract the observed rate.
iv) Read off the corresponding value of gamma at the mean hour angle.
IF DIFF. + AXIS BELOW TRUE POLE
IF DIFF - AXIS ABOVE TRUE POLE

γ ‘s REDUCE DEC. DRIFT

v) Apply correction in opposite direction to error.
N.B. +

A refinement of this method which can accommodate azimuth misalignments is described by W.R. Vezin, 'Polar Axis Alignment of
Equatorial Instruments,' J.B.A.A. 1978, 88, 3, p267.
Conclusion

It should be manifestly obvious that trial & error alignment methods intended to minimise dec. drift are both inappropriate &
meaningless. It is not possible to adjust the hour axis to counteract dec. drift due to refraction at all declinations & hour angles. Any
alignment that minimises dec. drift at certain decs. & HA's elevates the hour axis above the true pole.

